Rear-Mounted Mowers

AM R Disc Mower | EasyCut R Disc Mower

German engineered for
North American fields.
Forage Quality doesn’t get any better than this!
Krone offers a full line of Rear-Mounted Disc Mowers that offer farmers
the unique combination of German-engineered quality AND a design that
excels in North American conditions. As a result, these reliable mowers
help you harvest the highest quality hay and forage possible in the shortest
amount of time. Hear what customers say about these mowers…

The Krone disc mower cuts better and lays the hay out
better where it can dry quicker. As long as we’ve been
in the hay business, the Krone has never given us a
reason to go look for anything else.

—Warren Flake

PHILADELPHIA, MISSISSIPPI

Product Highlights

6'6''

up to

13'3''

CUTTING WIDTHS

6’6” up to 13’3” widths
Select the right model and width to match your tractor and
cutting needs…
• AM-R Models: Choose from 5 cutting widths
• EC-R Models: Choose from 4 cutting widths

Exclusive beltless direct drive system

BELTLESS

DIRECT DRIVE
SYSTEM

SAFECUT

HUBS

Krone mowers cut through the
heaviest crops, as power is
transmitted more efficiently from
the tractor to the cutting discs
via the driveline and gearboxes.
NO costly belts to replace.

SafeCut Hubs
Exclusive Krone SafeCut Hubs are real
money-savers, simply shearing a roll pin
if an obstacle is hit, reducing the risk of
damage. Reset is fast and easy.

Transport with ease

EASY

TRANSPORT

Switching to transport is fast and easy,
because the operator does not need to
get out of the tractor to prepare for road
transport. Over-center transport position
improves stability and reduces overall
transport height.

Satellite pinions
These pinions mean no internal
timing is necessary, and disc
rotation can be changed to match
crop conditions.

NO

INTERNAL
TIMING

Quick-Change Blades
Changing blades is quick and
easy with a single tool, thanks
to Krone exclusive QuickChange Blades.

QUICK-CHANGE

BLADES

SmartCut
Cutterbar
Offset pinion gear drives individual mower discs.
Flatter angle allows for a clean, smooth cut.
Drive to cutting discs via large idler gears.
	Large idler gears are slow-turning, and a larger diameter means increased idler gear contact
with the pinion shaft, reducing stress on teeth.

SafeCut hubs on each cutting disc
If the disc hits an obstacle, the roll pin shears and the
disc spins up on the threaded drive shaft and out of
the way of its neighboring discs, which prevents
additional damage.

Heavy-Duty Bearings
 igher load-carrying capability can withstand higher
H
shock loads.

DENOTES A FEATURE EXCLUSIVE TO THE KRONE CUTTERBAR

Krone Exclusive
Parking Stand
The Krone exclusive parking
stand (standard on EC R
models) enables the mower
to be stored in the upright
position. This allows the
mower to take up minimal
space in the machine shed
and makes tractor attachment/
removal easy.

Krone Rear-Mounted
Disc Mower Specifications
Model
Work Width
Weight
Recommended PTO HP
(Minimal / Optimal)
Model

AM R 200

AM R 240

AM R 280

AM R 320

AM R 360

6’6”

7’10”

9’2”

10’6”

11’10”

1,080 lbs

1,212 lbs

1,333 lbs

1,433 lbs

1,632 lbs

45 / 50

60 / 65

75 / 80

85 / 90

95 / 100

EasyCut R 280

Work Width
Weight
Recommended PTO HP
(Minimal / Optimal)

EasyCut R 320

EasyCut R 360

EasyCut R 400

8’11”

10’4”

11’10”

13'3"

1,720 lbs

1,852 lbs

2,293 lbs

2,248 lbs

90 / 95

100 / 105

110 / 115

120 / 125

*AM R series mowers are now equipped with Quick Change blades and SafeCut hubs.
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Krone offers an extended-service cutterbar warranty
for the Krone Rear-Mounted Disc Mowers. The
Cutterbar Guarantee provides owners of Krone disc
mowers warranty coverage for a total of 3 years.
See your Krone dealer for details.
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